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Broken...in TWO Pieces

-

Honey Flavored

This lyric from the soul of Aasha
Marie embodies the realism and hope
her music shines on the world. Since
the beginning of time music has carried
us through life’s darkest moments. Her
lyricism is outright and consuming,
leaving no doubt that her music will
leave a mark on Hip Hop and inspire a
spiritual awakening.
Aasha Marie’s gritty gospel pays
homage to her life’s early influences.
Born and raised in Chicago’s Englewood neighborhood,
was exposed to a diverse
range of music from gospel
to jazz and hip hop. Growing up in a musical family
Aasha Marie was exposed
to generations of musical
talent and taste. However, it
wasn’t until she truly discovered her relationship with
the Christ that she began to
understand herself as an artist and found her true purpose in life and in music.
No stranger to pressures of the
world and the depressions life can invoke, Aasha Marie’s upcoming album
While You Were Sleeping (WYWS),
speaks on her truths and her journey to
overcome.

“I was just sleeping through life, literally
and metaphorically. When you are depressed you don’t want to face tomorrow. You just want to sleep through it.”

Aasha Marie was able to awaken herself and
is now on her mission from God to awaken
others. As a performer she has opened for
Silento and Wale at the Michael Jackson
Charity Event in Gary, Indiana and shared
the stage with recording artists such as D.A.
Truth, Tony Tillman and
Thi’sl. She’s graced the
stage at the Woodlawn
Festival in Chicago and
headlined “Behind the
Bookcase Series” at the
Woodlawn 1200. Her current singles “WYWS” and
“Punch” are in rotation on
Vocalo 91.1 radio station.
WYWS album is scheduled for a March 27, 2020
release.
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